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Introduction On behalf of the AWARD Council, welcome to the 44th AWARD Awards.

Once again, we are proud to represent the pointy end of creativity as  
we bring the industry together to recognise creative excellence across  
the region.

This year we have seen creativity become a talking point across many 
sectors - from corporate Australia right through to government and the 
media - an artform that is increasingly recognised as a key driver of 
business growth.

It highlights the value of the work we do.

In celebrating the most outstanding advertising work in the region over the 
past year, we are proud to announce four new AWARD Awards categories.

As part of the entry-based special awards, which recognise agencies and 
individuals who have consistently delivered high-quality work across the 
year, clients can now enter the Marketing Team of the Year and Chief 
Marketing Officer of the Year categories, while media companies can enter 
to win Media Agency of the Year. We now also have an Account Team of the 
Year award to recognise the entire team who worked on campaigns.

We are also excited the announce a new agency of the year award - the 
Rising Star Award/Breakthrough Agency of the Year - which will be judged 
by evaluating work awarded across all categories, recognising agencies 
who have excelled as part of the year’s award program.

The introduction of these new categories are all part of AWARD’s focus on 
innovation and inclusivity, and aim to showcase creative excellence from all 
corners of the industry.

Be sure to read through all categories in the entry kit to choose which best 
suit you, and if you require any help entering please feel free to reach out to 
our team. 

Importantly, we look forward to seeing everyone at This Way Up - AWARD’s 
signature creative festival - in August 2023, where we will announce all the 
winners.

Best of luck to everyone!

http://awardonline.com
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Advertising
The art of communicating a business, product or brand through 
channels such as tv, digital, radio, print, installation or outdoor. 
it can be used to change an opinion, sell something and create 
awareness of a brand’s inherent meaning. it’s, you know, what we 
do. for some of us, it’s our job.

awardonline.comClick here to go back to contents
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

A.01 Apps 
A branded application created for platforms or devices that can be used online or 
downloaded. Includes (but not limited to) utility apps, branded mobile apps, mobile 
payment solutions, and games. 

NOTE: Entrants must supply a link to the app so judges can download and use it during 
judging.  

A.02 Banners & Rich Media Advertising
A display ad or native ad created for a brand, product or service. Could include pre-rolls, 
banners, over-the-page, pop-ups and Google AdWords.

A.03 Creative Technology
Digital advertising that uses new technologies in a creative and continually-innovative 
way. Includes  VR, AR, 360, A.I., device-led content, connected products, wearables, 
advance learning, voice, messaging and programmatic.

A.04 Digital Tools & Utilities
A branded digital tool, website, service or utility technology that provides a useful 
function or solves a problem for the user, through a seamless and innovative user 
experience.

A.05 Websites
A website, webpage or campaign microsite created to promote a brand, product or 
service.

A.06 Integrated Digital Campaigns
A digital-only integrated campaign consisting of at least 3 elements, executed across at 
least 3 digital platforms e.g.: websites, banners, social media, online video, mobile, eDM, 
app, digital kiosks.

NOTE: Please do not include non-digital components into your campaign entry. These 
campaigns can be entered into the Integrated category.

A.07 Other 
Anything digital that doesn’t fit in the above categories, including search, email 
marketing, digital point-of-sale. If cross media (e.g. digital kiosk), must demonstrate an 
excellent use of digital media. 

NOTE: Social, online video and digital craft have their own categories. 

Compulsory 

URL to the work
Digital Presentation board (jpg)
3 x support images (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

2 min case study (mov)
100 word description

Digital From websites to AI, apps to mobile, the digital communications category 
recognises excellence in all things, well, digital.

The judges are looking for work that pushes the expectations of digital 
advertising. The stuff that demonstrates creative innovation in the medium. 
And the work that begs to be engaged. Work that interrupts news feeds, 
browsing and second screening. We see literally thousands of digital 
executions every day. Judges will award the ones that stop them and make 
them watch, engage, click like and remember.

http://awardonline.com
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Cost

Members  Individual $330       
                                                    Campaign $440

Non-members  Individual $495  
                                                   Campaign  $605

International  Individual $455    
                                                    Campaign $555

ID Subcategory

B.01
B.02

Direct Mail
Any digital, one-dimensional or multidimensional mailing that targets a specific 
audience and/or seeks a response from the recipient. Includes door drops, letters, 
postcards, mail packs, eDMs, greeting cards, invitations, samples, pop-ups, outer 
envelopes, brochures and all other types of collateral. Any printed entries must provide 
physical samples.
Please select either (B.01) individual, or for 3 or more executions (B.02) campaign

B.03 Direct Response, any media
An ad specifically designed to elicit a direct response from the brand’s targeted 
demographic. All entries must contain a response mechanism.

B.04 Direct Response Integrated Campaigns
A fully integrated direct marketing campaign consisting of at least 3 elements, executed 
across at least 3 types of media e.g. one-dimensional mailer, eDM, online banner, press 
ad, radio ad, in-store kiosk, retail wobbler. 

NOTE: All executions included must have a direct response mechanism.
Case study videos should include at least 3 different mediums in the campaign.

B.05 Retail 
Any activity or material existing in a point-of-sale or retail context that is used to drive 
consumer engagement with a brand. Includes retail promotions, displays, incentives, 
loyalty programmes, social media promotional competitions, and end-to-end customer 
journeys.

B.06 Self-Promotion 
Any non-commercial thing that is to create awareness for one’s own means or business. 
Includes agency promotion, self-promotion, Xmas card, invitations.

B.07 Direct Innovation
Any work eliciting a direct response in a new and innovative way. Entries must 
demonstrate how the work has taken an existing direct method or platform and 
innovated it.

Compulsory 

Digital Presentation board (jpg)
Up to 3 x support images (jpg)
100-word description
Client approval letter (pdf)
Any printed entries must provide physical 
samples

Optional 

2 min case study (mov)
Physical samples
URL

Direct Direct marketing is work designed to provoke a direct action from a specific, 
targeted audience. Whether digital, retail or traditional DM mailing, direct 
is more than an invitation to visit a website. It’s an invitation to respond in a 
more active way.

Judges will be looking for work that pushed the boundaries of response-
driven creativity, demonstrating innovation in the category. We live in 
an age of direct personalisation. Entries will need to show how data and 
insights were used to clearly define and precisely target and engage the 
demographic. 

http://awardonline.com
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

C.01 Events & Experiences
Any brand-owned experience, activation or immersive environment held in a public 
space. Can be stand-alone, or within a bigger event. Includes public events, brand-
owned festivals and concerts, venue takeovers, trade show booths, and pop-ups and 
product demonstrations at events. 

C.02 Guerrilla Marketing and Stunts
An out-of-home experience or brand activation that involves something live, and are 
witnessed by an audience in real-time. Includes live performances, guerrilla marketing, 
street stunts, short/one-off live executions, street teams, demonstrations, and 
promotional events.

C.03 Installations 
Temporary or permanent immersive installations centred around a brand within an 
indoor or outdoor space, often with the intention of drawing people together to connect 
to the brand in a shared experience. Includes pop-up stores, venue takeovers, kiosks, 
permanent installations, street art, and takeovers of public spaces.

C.04 Retail 
Brand experiences and activations that took place within a retail environment, that 
enhance the purchasing process. Can include in-store activities, product activations, 
demonstrations, pop-ups, seasonal displays, sampling activities, and street vendor 
experiences. 

C.05 Best Use of Technology
Brand experiences where the individual’s experience is enhanced by the integration of 
new or existing digital technology, such as AR, VR, mobile, social interaction, motion 
chairs, projection mapping and multi-screen structures. Entries should demonstrate 
how the use of technology was integrated to enhance the experience.

Compulsory 

Digital Presentation board (jpg)
Up to 3 x in-situ support images (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

URL 
2 min case study (mov)
100 word description

Experiential Experiential is exactly what it says. It’s a connection experienced between 
brand and consumer. This can take many forms, but is defined as utilising 
physical spaces to do so. Experiential is where the consumer interacts with  
a brand with touch, taste, smell, seeing and hearing.

The judges are looking for next-level brand experiences that offer genuine 
moments of connection. Entries should show how every touchpoint of the 
experience created engagement and brand affinity.

http://awardonline.com
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

D.01 Animal Health 
Pets and other animal health products and services. Includes fundraising and 
awareness of animal charities, veterinary medications and services, medical diet 
products, and products and solutions for animals requiring veterinary diagnosis and/or 
treatment. 

D.02 Consumer, Patient and Professional Products
Communications created for specific branded products that do not require a 
prescription, but provides either a meaningful health benefit or supports personal 
wellness that is direct to consumer, direct to patient, and targeted to healthcare 
professionals. Includes over the counter products and medicines, nutraceuticals and 
vitamins, applications (e.g. skin remedies, eye drops, health creams, dental care, first 
aid), devices (prescription glasses, hearing aids, condoms), health and wellness tech, 
plus instruments, apparatus and diagnostic tools.

D.03 Prescription Pharmaceuticals
Work for a pharmaceutical client, product or service that adheres to strict regulatory 
compliance. Includes direct to consumer, direct to patient, and targeted to healthcare 
professionals. 

D.04 Disease Awareness
Communications created to raise awareness and understanding of a disease or medical 
condition, change perceptions and overcome social stigma.

D.05 Health Awareness and Social Responsibility
Work created for the public to promote general health awareness, social responsibility 
or advocacy of health-related causes broader than a specific disease. Includes 
fundraising and advocacy. 

D.06 Health Brands & Services 
Work created to promote health services and facilities, medical insurance and financial 
plans. Includes health insurance, fitness, hospitals, therapists, optometrists, clinics, 
health shops etc.

Health & 
Wellness

This category celebrates communications that demonstrate an inspired 
approach to healthcare, personal wellness, pharmaceuticals, and education. 
This is work that truly improves and changes lives. 

Judges will be looking for creative, innovative work that breaks through the 
category in this highly regulated sector. 

NOTE: All work entered into this category should have been created specifically 
for or by a health and personal wellbeing related brand/service. 

Charity work is eligible in this category but must be created specifically for or by 
a health and personal wellbeing related brand/service.

Compulsory 

Digital Presentation board (jpg)
Up to 3 x in-situ support images (jpg)
100 word description
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

URL 
2 min case study (mov)
100 word description

http://awardonline.com
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

E.01 Integrated Campaign 
A fully integrated campaign consisting of 3 or more components, successfully executed 
across at least 3 platforms, such as TVC, radio, press, live stunt, banner ad, website, app 
etc.

Compulsory 

Digital Presentation board (jpg)
2 min case study (mov)
3 x support images (jpg)
100-word description
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

URL 
MOV or MP3 of broadcast work
Physical samples

Integrated The integrated category rewards campaigns that demonstrate excellent use  
of multiple channels to create a cohesive and creative brand idea. Each channel 
should have a purpose and should clearly demonstrate how it adds to the 
campaign’s objectives. 

Judges will examine how the idea is enhanced in each of the channels, not just 
repeated. Each channel should play a role to justify the expenditure.

http://awardonline.com
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

F.01 Creative Use of Media 
PR and promotional campaigns that effectively use advertising media in a creative way.

F.02 Best Use of Content 
Creative use of creation and distribution of owned media assets to drive engagement, 
earn attention, or to promote a company or brand. Includes branded video, blog, online 
articles, social posts, influencer created content, thought leadership, surveys, reports, 
blogs, newsletters etc.

F.03 Best Use of Digital and Social Media
PR and promotional campaigns that use social media and digital media to 
communicate their message. Entries will be judged specifically on how well the medium 
was used to support or execute the campaign. Includes mobile, apps, social platforms 
and communities, user-generated content, websites and microsites. 

F.04 Best Use of Events and Stunts 
Promotional and PR campaigns that use events and stunts to build value and 
reputation for a brand or campaign, as part of a wider public relations strategy. Includes 
competitions, promotional games, pop-up events, street art, guerrilla marketing, 
corporate events, launch parties, live-streamed events, festivals etc.

F.05 Best Use of Paid Talent and Influencers 
PR or promotional activity that uses paid influencers or celebrities to gain traction and 
target specific audiences.

F.06 Best Use of Unpaid Talent and Influencers
PR or promotional activity that uses unpaid influencers or celebrities to gain traction 
and target specific audiences.

F.07 Media Relations 
The use of unpaid relationships with journalists and media practitioners to circulate a 
message and to shape perceptions. Entries should display a high degree of creative 
innovation with the intention to engage, educate or influence editorial. Includes 
corporate image and reputation management. 

F.08 PR Amplification for a Campaign 
A campaign that is launched or is mostly run in different channels, where PR has had a 
major impact on its amplification.

Compulsory 

Digital Presentation board (jpg)
Up to 3 x support images (jpg)
100 word description
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

URL 
2 min case study (mov)
Physical samples

PR & Promotion This category recognises the power of PR and promotional campaigns, 
programs and tactics as creative tools. Judges will be looking for innovative 
and creative ideas that actively engage consumers and audiences, and 
demonstrate quality in strategic planning and innovation.

http://awardonline.com
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PR & Promotion 
(cont.)

ID Subcategory

F.09 PR Campaign, Business-to-Business
A creative PR campaign that focuses on the promotion of services and products from 
one business to another

F.10 PR Campaign, Business-to-Consumer
A creative PR campaign that focuses on the promotion of services and products to a 
consumer audience.

F.11 PR-Led Campaign, Integrated
A creative campaign which uses PR as the lead activity across 3 different channels, 
which cleverly showcases a brand’s message to its target market. The entry must 
clearly showcase how PR practices were used to garner engagement. 

F.12 Product Launch 
PR and promotional campaigns designed to successfully launch or relaunch a product. 
This includes all new products and pilot projects launched in-market for the first 
time, products placed on the market after adapted, and promotional activities that 
encompass multiple brands and categories at the same time. 

F.13 Public Affairs Campaign 
Campaigns that change or inform public policy and agenda. Includes lobbying, political 
and ballot initiatives.

F.14 Reactive Response 
A campaign that responds to a real-time event to either preserve the reputation of 
a brand or organisation, or uses the popularity of a news story or event to generate 
positive coverage for a brand. Includes crisis communications and issue management. 

F.15 Sponsorships & Partnerships 
A PR or promotional campaign that utilises sponsorship and/or partnership 
programmes to meet specific goals, as well as enhance the image of a brand or 
organisation. The sponsorship/partnership must be clearly identified in your entry.

http://awardonline.com
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Cost

Members  Individual $330       
                                                    Campaign $440

Non-members  Individual $495  
                                                   Campaign  $605

International  Individual $455    
                                                    Campaign $555

ID Subcategory

G.01 Ambient & Special Build
Non-standard and free-format advertising that adapts existing outdoor sites, or makes 
use of unconventional spaces and materials. Includes special build, building exteriors, 
adapted street furniture, large scale signage. 

NOTE: Please refer to the Experiential category for installations, stunts and events.

G.02 Poster Advertising, Existing Sites 
A single poster advertisement to promote a product, service or message, appearing on 
a conventional outdoor poster site. Includes billboards, sheet posters, adshels, outdoor 
supersites, spectaculars, street furniture, metrolites, transit, digital billboard and 
dynamic displays. 

G.03 Poster Advertising, Interactive Sites
A single poster that prompts interaction and active consumer engagement from the 
viewer through physical or digital interaction. Entries must show how the execution was 
able to be interacted with. Includes digital touchscreens, motion technology, social 
media and mobile integration, responsive displays and real-time data. 

G.04 Poster Advertising, Tactical
Rapid-response outdoor advertising that reacts to current news and events, by using 
news jacking to generate brand awareness. 

G.05 Poster Advertising Campaigns 
A campaign of 3-5 poster advertisements to promote a product, service or message. 
Can appear in any outdoor format. 

G.06 Press Advertising, Single
A single newspaper or magazine advertisement in consumer or trade press, promoting 
a product, service or message. Can include full page ads, spreads, small space, or other. 

G.07 Press Advertising Insert & Wraps
Wraps of an entire publication and inserts, leaflets, lift out sections and supplements 
included within a publication.

G.08 Press Advertising, Tactical 
Rapid-response press advertising that reacts to current news and events, by using 
news jacking to generate brand awareness. 

G.09 Press Advertising Campaigns
A campaign of 3-5 newspaper or magazine advertisements to promote a product, 
service or message. Can appear in any press format. 

Compulsory 

Image of the work (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)
For outdoor entries In situ image (jpg)

Optional 

Digital Presentation board (jpg)
2 min case study (mov)
100 word description

Press &  
Outdoor

The press and poster advertising category recognises brilliant creativity in 
printed publications and outdoor media, like billboards, special builds and 
digital poster sites.

Judges will be looking for simplicity, a clear understanding of the 
consumer’s behaviour with the media, and work that exhibits ingenuity, 
craftsmanship and stops them in their tracks.

http://awardonline.com
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Cost

Members  Individual $330       
                                                    Campaign $440

Non-members  Individual $495  
                                                   Campaign  $605

International  Individual $455    
                                                    Campaign $555

ID Subcategory

H.01
H.02

Branded Audio and Podcasts
A single (H.01) or episodic (H.02) podcast or branded audio execution that ingrates 
a brand into its content, in a paid-for basis. The content should exemplify the brand 
message, while enhancing the listening experience. Can exist on all audio platforms 
including radio, streaming platforms, podcast services or programme sponsorship. 

Please select either (H.01) individual, or for 3 or more executions (H.02) campaign.

H.03 Radio Advertising, 0-30 seconds
A commercial spot broadcast over a radio station, platform or streaming service that is 
30 seconds or less. 

H.04 Radio Advertising, over 30 seconds
A commercial spot broadcast over a radio station, platform or streaming service that is 
over 30 seconds.

H.05 Radio Advertising, Tactical 
Rapid-response radio advertising that reacts to current news and events through news-
jacking to generate brand awareness. 

H.06 Radio Advertising Campaigns
A campaign of 3-5 commercial spots broadcast over a radio station, platform or 
streaming service, of any length.

H.07 Sonic Branding
A sound sequence or jingles created specifically as a unique branding device.

H.08 Innovative Use of Radio & Audio
Recognises forward-thinking ideas that push the boundaries of the medium, using it in a 
new way to promote a brand or enhance the listener’s experience.

Compulsory 

The work (wav file/s)
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

100 word description
The script/s

Radio & Audio The radio and audio category recognises the brilliant use of audio commercials 
and content. Judges will be looking for work that communicates an innovative 
idea through audio excellence, superior storytelling and a keen understanding  
of the consumer’s relationship with the medium. 

http://awardonline.com
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Cost

Members  Individual $330       
                                                    Campaign $440

Non-members  Individual $495  
                                                   Campaign  $605

International  Individual $455    
                                                    Campaign $555

ID Subcategory

I.01
I.02

Best use of Social Media 
Excellent creative use of social media - for example apps and ads, sponsored tweets, 
competitions and takeovers. 

Please select either (I.01) individual, or for 3 or more executions (1.02) campaign.

I.03 Community Building and Engagement
Creative social activity on existing social platforms that is designed to engage, build 
or maintain a social community, while encouraging engagement and interaction with 
the brand. Entries should demonstrate community engagement over a period of 
time. Outstanding demonstration of creative integrity and engagement levels will be 
considered.

I.04 Content Creation
Engaging branded content created for social channels to drive or enhance a campaign, 
including live streaming, photo sharing, images, gifs or other content. 

I.05 Co-Created & User Generated Content 
Branded social activity that is derived from user-submitted materials, or created to 
encourage contribution or collaboration from a community.

I.06
I.07

Social Videos 
A single online video or content series specifically created for online social platforms. 
The film must be shareable, likeable content that is likely to garner viral popularity. 

Please select either (I.06) individual, or for 3 or more executions (I.07) campaign.

I.08 Tactical
Reactive and real-time social activity that uses a social platform to respond to world 
events, public affairs and other real-world activity in a meaningful, time sensitive in a 
creative way. Entries should demonstrate that real-time response is at the core of the 
creative idea.

I.09 Use of Talent and Influencers
Social initiatives or executions that use popular social media influencers or celebrities 
to engage with a target audience, through that influencer’s specific style and audience. 
Can include brand-led social campaigns that are re-shared by a celebrity or influencer, 
and partnerships. Entries must demonstrate how the campaign was creatively 
enhanced through the use of the talent.

Compulsory 

Digital Presentation board (jpg)
3 x supporting images (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)
Social Videos I.06/I.07 The Work (mov)

Optional 

URL 
2 min case study (mov)
100 word description

Social Media The Social Media category recognises advertising excellence on social  
media and platforms including YouTube, Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram  
and TikTok.

Judges will be looking for mobile-first ideas that creatively use social networks 
to communicate a brand’s message, with people and social thinking at the 
core. Most consumers are bombarded with advertising messages online. 
Demonstrate how work not only stops the consumer, but actively encourages 
engagement and interaction. 

http://awardonline.com
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

I.10 Best integrated Marketing Campaign
A retail marketing campaign that delivers consistency of message whilst also adhering 
to the requirements of different media channels. This award highlights advertising 
campaigns by retailers that can demonstrate a highly creative and innovative approach 
using multiple channels in the most effective way to deliver a fully integrated campaign 
with demonstrable results.

I.11 Retail technology game changer
Retail is embracing massive transformation to remodel itself for a digital age. 
Technology plays a key role in what we do in advertising to find new ways to target 
customers. For this award entries must demonstrate how technology has enhanced a 
retail marketing campaign or customer experience resulting in increased engagement 
and sales.

I.12 Best customer experience initiative
This award is looking for examples of outstanding customer experience that are being 
delivered by a retailer. It could be an amazing customer experience delivered in store, 
or an experiential event created especially to deliver something truly outstanding that 
connects with customers. Judges will be looking for customer experiences that help 
retailers stand out against competitors, encouraging shoppers to return. This category 
does not include Pop-ups.

I.13 Best new Pop-up store
Pop-up retail is the temporary use of physical space to create a long-term, lasting 
impression with potential customers. Judging will be based on how well the brand’s 
ethos is delivered through the use of a unique and engaging physical environment while 
creating an immersive shopping experience. Entries must demonstrate how the idea 
pushed the boundaries for the brand, such as strong social media following and/or an 
uptake in sales.

I.14 Best Use of Social Media for Commerce
This award celebrates a social media commerce strategy that has successfully achieved 
its set goals. This can include the launch of a new product or service but entries must 
have a direct link to sales.

I.15 Best Use of Digital for Commerce (non social media)
This award recognises retail marketing campaigns that have successfully used digital 
channels (not Social Media) to meet a sales objective. These might include eDMs, 
websites, mobile platforms, click through banner campaigns or virtual events with the 
most seamless e-commerce experience.

I.16 Best Retail Catalogue 
Catalogues form the fourth largest category when it comes to advertising spend in 
Australia with $1.4 billion being spent in Y2020. This award celebrates creativity in both 
printed and digital catalogues. Judges will be looking for clarity of message, how the 
piece adheres to the brand’s ethos, overall craft and shoppability.

Compulsory 

Digital Presentation board (jpg)
Up to 3 x support images (jpg)
100 word description
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

2 min case study (mov)
URL
Mov or MP3 of broadcast work

Retail Retail forms the backbone of our economy and is a huge part of the way we live. 
This year in particular the retail industry has been radically affected by the Covid 
pandemic and the way we’ve had to go to market has radically changed with it. 

In this category we’ll be celebrating retail innovation, technology, customer 
experience and digital commerce to name a few but above all judges will be 
looking for creativity through all levels of strategy, concept and execution. 

 Advertising

http://awardonline.com
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Design
The art and discipline of planning and projecting 
ideas and experiences with visual and textual 
content. great design understands consumer 
psychology, mood and the power of persuasion.

awardonline.comClick here to go back to contents
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

J.01 Culture, Art & Design Books 
Books focusing on arts, culture, design, fashion, lifestyle, and photography. Includes 
coffee table books, annuals, design, fashion and cookbooks.

J.02 Culture, Art & Design Covers 
Cover design for books focusing on arts, culture, design, fashion, lifestyle, and 
photography. Includes coffee table books, annuals, design, fashion and cookbooks.

J.03 Children and Young Adult Books 
Books for children and young adults.

J.04 Children and Young Adult Covers 
Cover design of books for children and young adults.

J.05 Illustrated Books & Graphic Novels 
Books where illustration is a key component of the design. Includes graphic novels, 
comic books, colouring books, learning manuals and travel guides.

J.06 Illustrated Books & Graphic Novel Covers 
Cover design for books where illustration is a key component of the design. Includes 
graphic novels, comic books, colouring books, learning manuals and travel guides.

J.07 Trade and Business Books 
Books from trade publishers, available through the traditional retail channels. Includes 
general fiction, non-fiction, academic books, textbooks and professional books. 

J.08 Trade and Business Covers 
Cover design for books from trade publishers, available through the traditional retail 
channels. Includes general fiction, non-fiction, academic books, textbooks and 
professional books. 

J.09 Other
Books, covers and anything else that doesn’t fit in any of the above categories. 

Compulsory 

Physcial sample
Digital Presentation board (jpg)
4 x supporting images (jpg)  
exception for covers
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

URL 
2 min case study (mov)
100 word description

Book Design This category recognises the design of books and covers for print and digital 
formats, including e-books, digital magazines and catalogues.

The judges will look for how the design inextricably relates to the subject matter 
of the work in question. Whether through simplicity, complexity, beauty or 
modernity, design should be a natural and seamless extension.
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

J.10 Brand Refresh, Small Identity 
A new identity system for an existing brand, organisation, product or service, with a 
production budget of less than $20,000. The work should express the brand through 
3-10 elements across multiple platforms, such as business cards, stationary, logo, 
network ID, branding guidelines etc. Must include examples of the previous branding. 

J.11 Brand Refresh, Medium Identity
A new identity system for an existing brand, organisation, product or service, with a 
production budget of $20,000 - $50,000. The work should express the brand through 
3-10 elements across multiple platforms, such as business cards, stationary, logo, 
network ID, branding guidelines etc. Must include examples of the previous branding. 

J.12 Brand Refresh, Large Identity 
A new identity system for an existing brand, organisation, product or service, with a 
production budget over $50,000. The work should express the brand through 3-10 
elements across multiple platforms, such as business cards, stationary, logo, network ID, 
branding guidelines etc. Must include examples of the previous branding. 

J.13 New Branding Schemes, Small Identity
The creation of a new brand or corporate identity for a new organisation, product 
or service, with a production budget of less than $20,000. The work should express 
the brand through 3-10 elements across multiple platforms, such as business cards, 
stationary, logo, network ID, branding guidelines etc. 

J.14 New Branding Schemes, Medium Identity
The creation of a new brand or corporate identity for a new organisation, product or 
service, with a production budget of $20,000 - $50,000. The work should express 
the brand through 3-10 elements across multiple platforms, such as business cards, 
stationary, logo, network ID, branding guidelines etc. 

J.15 New Branding Schemes, Large Identity 
The creation of a new brand or corporate identity for a new organisation, product or 
service, with a production budget of over $50,000. The work should express the brand 
through 3-10 elements across multiple platforms, such as business cards, stationary, 
logo, network ID, branding guidelines etc. 

J.16 Brand Expression in Collateral
Branded communications in media that is used to promote the brand and support 
sales or marketing. This category will consider how design elevates the execution. 
Entries will not be judged on the advertising idea, if any. Includes print, moving image or 
digital platforms, such as stationary, catalogues, media kits, packaging, presentations, 
computer games, record sleeves, letterheads, business cards, websites, games etc.

Compulsory 

100 word description
4 x supporting images (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)
Brand Refresh (J.10/J.11/J.12)  
Example of previous branding

Optional 

2 min case study (mov)
Digital Presentation board (jpg)
URL of work
Physical samples
Film of work (mov)

Branding This category recognises excellence in branding - whether individual brand 
elements or entire branding schemes.

Judges will be looking for how a new identity seamlessly works across multiple 
brand touchpoints and media platforms, how the design is distinctive and 
recognisable and absolutely appropriate for the brand in question.

NOTE: In your entry, please supply at least 3 examples of the branding in place.
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Branding  
(Cont.)

ID Subcategory

J.17 Campaign Logos
A single logo or family of logos created for a specific advertising or marketing campaign. 
Can be static or in-motion.

J.18 Channel Branding & Identity
Entire channel identities or elements of them. Can be multi-platform, including stings 
and idents. 

J.19 Logos
A single logo or family of logos that identifies a company or product while also 
communicating the brand. Can be static or in-motion. 
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

J.20 Applied Print Graphics
Graphic design for printed items, publications & editorial including catalogues, 
brochures, manuals, instruction booklets, annual reports, direct mail, album covers, 
printed games, stationary, invitations, postcards and other material including menus, 
promotional items like shopping bags, mugs, clothing etc.
NOTE: Packaging design should be entered into the Packaging Design category. 

J.21 Data Visualisation
Printed or digital work that brings data to life through bespoke visualisations of complex 
data. Entries should communicate information clearer and more efficiently than other 
formats.  

J.22 Integrated Graphics 
Graphic design where a single concept is applied across multiple formats.

J.23 Magazines 
Individual or whole publication and editorial design in magazines and articles. Includes 
covers, spreads, sections and supplements. 

J.24 Newspapers  
Individual or whole publication and editorial design in newspapers and articles. Includes 
covers, spreads, sections and supplements. 

J.25 Point of Sale
Promotional material and collateral within the point of sale environment, created for 
a brand with the goal of promoting a product or service, or drive immediate sales. 
Includes posters, on-shelf communication, POS, visual merchandising, retail fixtures, 
product displays, shopping bags, gift wrapping, catalogues and other post-purchase 
collateral.
NOTE: Packaging design should be entered into Packaging Design category.

J.26 Posters
Graphics-led printed posters that promote a product or service, either single or double-
sided. Focus will be placed on the design of the poster. The entry should have been 
created as a poster, and not a concept conceived for another medium and applied to a 
poster format.

J.27 Other
Anything weird & wonderful, including typeface design, and design for film & TV. 

Compulsory 

4 x supporting images (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

100 word description
2 min case study (mov)
Digital Presentation board (jpg)
URL of work
Physical samples and original work
Film of work (mov)

Graphic Design Graphic design celebrates the aesthetic of commercial visual design to 
promote products and services. Judges will be looking for brilliant examples 
of typography, photographs, illustrations and graphic elements are woven 
together to create messages that stop you in your tracks, inspire, communicate, 
and stay in your memory. 
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

J.28 Consumer 
Packaging design for a mass-market, commercially available product, or lines of mass-
market product. Includes FMCG, consumer electronics, and other products available in 
mainstream retail spaces. 

J.29 Innovative 
The use of new technologies and materials to create an innovative piece of packaging, 
for a commercially available product. 

J.30 Luxury 
Packaging for commercially available high-end brands and products.

J.31 Promotional & Special Edition 
Packaging for a limited-distribution or limited-edition product, that has been distributed 
as part of a promotional event or campaign, or for a limited period of time. 

J.32 Structural 
The design of the shape and form of a commercially available, mass-market piece of 
packaging, with a focus on functionality.

J.33 Sustainable 
Any type of eco-friendly packaging design for a commercially available product that 
meets many of the requirements for a sustainable piece of packaging. These are 
packaging that is functional, logistically and energy efficient, uses renewable resources, 
is recyclable, was produced ethically, optimises resources & energy, responsibly 
sourced, uses clean production methods. Judges will evaluate how the sustainability 
and environmental impact the design elements play. 

Compulsory 

Physical samples
4 x supporting images (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

100 word description
2 min case study (mov)
Digital Presentation board (jpg)
URL of work

Packaging 
Design

Packaging design celebrates the design and craft of the physical structures 
that is packaging. Packaging design draws attention, carries a message, and 
enhances the consumer experience. 

Materials, form, shape, colour and user journeys are a critical part of a 
product’s success. Judges will be looking for appropriate design, effective  
use of materials and how the overall aesthetic adds to the brand story.
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

J.34 Connected Products & Wearable Technology 
Products using technology that is designed to work in conjunction with a digital platform, 
such as an app or a website. Includes smart home products, pedometers, virtual reality 
sets, watches and glasses. 

J.35 Consumer & Industrial
The exceptional design of products created for consumer use, or for business and 
industry. 

J.36 Interactive Design
The design of a product that allows interaction between a product and a user. Both the 
product and the infrastructure of engagement will be judged as a whole. 
NOTE: This category is not for stand-alone software. 

J.37 Product Innovation 
The use of new technologies and materials to create an innovative product. Entries must 
show how the design elements added to the overall success of the execution. 

J.38 Prototypes 
Prototypes of products that are commercially viable and practical, and can be brought 
to market within 6 months. Products entered here should not be submitted into other 
Product Design subcategories. 

J.39 Sustainable 
Eco-friendly product design, with a final product that meets many of the sustainability 
requirements. These are products that are functional, logistically and energy efficient, 
uses renewable resources, is recyclable or works towards a circular economy, was 
produced ethically, optimises resources & energy, responsibly sourced, uses clean 
production methods. Judges will evaluate the sustainability and environmental impact 
the design elements play. 

Compulsory 

Digital Presentation board (jpg)
3 x supporting images (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

100 word description
Physical samples
2 min case study (mov)
URL

Product Design This category celebrates the effective and creative design of physical 
commercial products. The jury will consider how the design expresses the  
brand and product’s quality and identity through form, function, usability, 
aesthetics, problem solving, production, research and manufacturability. 
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

J.40 Design for Public Spaces 
Design of public community spaces and amenities. Includes street furniture, bus stops, 
public toilets, parks, libraries, leisure centres, etc.

J.41 Environmental Design  
Design that enhances a particular environment. Judges will evaluate how the space is 
curated to enhance experiences and interactions with the brand.

J.42 Exhibition Design
Design of permanent or temporary exhibitions. Includes trade stands & exposition, and 
big-scale events like live events, sports events, festivals, concerts, corporate events, 
built stages etc. 

J.43 Installation Design 
Design of temporary or permanent installations for any commercial client. Focus will 
be placed on the enhancement of the public space, and how it is curated to enhance 
attendee experience. Includes exhibitions that make use of community and public 
spaces, standalone, and full immersive environments.

J.44 Hospitality & Workplace Interiors 
Design for hospitality spaces and workplace interiors. Includes hotels, leisure centres, 
nightclubs, pubs, restaurants, serviced apartments, offices.

J.45 Retail Environment & Design 
A new or developed design and construction of retail spaces, including pop-ups, retail 
installations, permanent shops, department and specialist stores. Judges will consider 
the functionality in relation to the product or service being sold, the presentation of the 
brand values, and ease of sale.

J.46 Set & Stage Design 
Design of sets used for theatre, film or TV, and set design to support corporate or 
commercial events.

J.47 Wayfinding, Signage & Environmental Graphics 
The design of a system of signage to direct people across time and space in unfamiliar 
places, or to enhance the environmental and brand experience. Focus is placed on the 
seamless brand experience, crowd direction and navigation. Can be indoor, outdoor, 
temporary or permanent. Includes public signs, residential smart maps, use of beacons, 
and office, event and festival signage.

Spatial Design

Compulsory 

Digital Presentation board (jpg)
3-5 x images showing different views of the 
interior or exhibition (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

100 word description
2 min case study (mov)
URL
Floor plan or layout (jpg)

This category celebrates the design of permanent and temporary environments  
or installations, and the products, places, services and events that enhance  
the consumer experience. Judges will focus on the personal experience of  
the brand’s story or message told through space and time. Entries should 
convey why the target audience find their experience remarkable, meaningful  
and memorable. 
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Craft
The absolute refusal to settle for anything other than the very 
best. it takes artistry, skill, talent and flair to hone an idea until 
it’s the best it can possibly be. great craft understands who 
to use, when to push and when to stop and walk away with 
the quiet confidence and easy gait of someone who knows 
they’ve created something really, really great.
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

K.01 2D Animation
A piece of 2D animation with characters and environments that do not attempt to 
accurately represent nature or the built environment.

K.02 3D Animation
A piece of 3D animation with characters and environments that do not attempt to 
accurately represent nature or the built environment.

K.03 Colour Grading
The enhancement and alteration of colour in moving image work, including colour 
correction and artistic colour effects. Includes online content, TV & cinema commercials, 
TV programme promotions, Film promotions and title sequences.

K.04 Moving Image Graphics
Animated graphics and images applied to moving image, often done in Post Production. 
Includes stage graphics, TV & Cinema title sequences, presentations, animated 
signage, online animation, and environmental installations such as technology walls and 
stadiums. 

K.05 Photography Manipulation
Transforming or altering a photograph to enhance or change the image, often done 
through digital technology. Includes retouching and enhancement. Must include a 
before and after image that clearly demonstrated the process.

K.06 Special Effects
The practical elements of the production design that take place in-camera while 
shooting, such as model making, live action, pyrotechnics and explosions. Work 
entered here can include online videos, social content, TV & cinema commercials, TV 
programme promotions and film promotions. 

K.07 Visual Effects
The combination of visual elements taken from separate sources and integrated into the 
same frame. Work entered here can include online branded films, long form branded 
content, TV & Cinema commercials, TV programme promotions, Film promotions and 
TV & Cinema Title Sequences.
NOTE: Entries must include a before & after/making of video that is no more than 2 mins 
in length.

Animation and 
Visual Effects

Compulsory 

Film of the work (mov) 
Making of video, max 2 mins (mov) 
including before and after
4 x supporting images (jpg)
100 word description
Client approval letter (pdf)
K.05 Photography Manipulation  
Image of the work (jpg)  
including before and after images

Optional 

URL 

Animation and visual effects help to bring a creative idea to life, in ways that we 
cannot imagine in real life or in camera. Whether a stand alone piece of work, 
or elements incorporated into a larger design, judges will be looking for visual 
effects that display excellence in craftmanship. 

Work that defines the category, and sets the bar for others to follow. Judges  
will take into equal consideration work where effects have been designed to  
be noticed, or add to the story with subtlety.

NOTE: Broadcast work part of a campaign must be entered individually.
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Cost

Members  Individual $330       
                                                    Campaign $440

Non-members  Individual $495  
                                                   Campaign  $605

International  Individual $455    
                                                    Campaign $555

ID Subcategory

K.08
K.09

Digital Art Direction
Art direction for work primarily created to be viewed on digital and online advertising 
screens. Includes banners, pop up ads, campaign sites, website takeovers, social media 
campaigns, games.

Please select either (K.08) individual, or for 3 or more executions (K.09) campaign.

K.10 Experiential Art Direction
The artistic direction and aesthetic of the Production Design, as well as the overall look, 
feel and atmosphere of the piece. Includes set design, location builds, installations, 
brand experiences, exhibitions, retail design and real-world activations.

K.11
K.12

Film Art Direction
Exceptional art direction that brings to life a concept in film advertising. Includes TV, 
cinema, branded content, social videos and idents. 

Please select either (K.11) individual, or for 3 or more executions (K.12) campaign.

K.13 
K.14

Poster Art Direction
Exceptional art direction that brings to life a concept in poster and outdoor sites. 
Includes special builds.

Please select either (K.13) individual, or for 3 or more executions (K.14) campaign.

K.15
K.16

Print Art Direction
Art direction for work that is printed, or viewed in printed publications. Includes 
magazine, newspaper, direct mail, flyers and physical products. 

Please select either (K.15) individual, or for 3 or more executions (K.16) campaign.

Compulsory 

Digital Presentation board (jpg)
Up to 3 x supporting images (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)
Digital Art Direction (K.08/K.09) 
URL or the work
Film Art Direction (K.11/K.12) 
Work as broadcasted (mov)

Optional 

100 word description
2 min case study (mov)
Physical samples

Art Direction This category recognises how art direction can enhance an advertising idea 
through visual balance, composition, tone and execution. The jury will consider 
how the excellence in the craft of the artistic direction is demonstrable, 
considerable and responsible for the impact of the work. 

NOTE: Campaigns can only be entered as either ‘individual’ spots or as a 
‘campaign’ and not into both. 
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

K.17 Casting for Film Advertising
Casting for all moving image advertising including TV & cinema advertising, viral films, 
branded content and social video. 

K.18 Influencers, Talent & Celebrity 
Campaigns that feature or are developed in collaboration with a known talent. Entries 
must demonstrate how the talent’s influence was leveraged to amplify a brand’s 
message. Open to any media, including social campaigns and PR initiatives.

K.19 Street Casting
Casting in any media that uses non-professional actors, typically found on the street.

K.20 Voice Performance
Recognises the overall delivery of the script through performance, where voice 
performance is integral to the success of the work. Includes radio ads, podcasts, 
announcers, hosts and narration.

Compulsory 

Up to 4 x supporting images (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)
100 word description of the casting process 
and any significant information about the 
cast selected
K.17 Casting for Film Advertising 
Work as broadcasted (mov)
K.20 Voice Performance 
Work as broadcasted (wav)

Optional 

2 min demo film of casting process (mov)

Casting Casting doesn’t simply play a role in film or TV. With the rise of the influencer,  
it now affects how we develop PR, social and even advertising campaigns. This 
category recognises excellence in casting, where the selection of talent made a 
significant and powerful amplification of the creative concept. This includes the 
pre-production selection of actors, dancers, singers, models, non-professionals, 
animals and other talent. 

NOTE: Broadcast work part of a campaign must be entered individually.
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

K.21 Branded Content & Entertainment 
Outstanding cinematography for content and entertainment, where a brand is an 
integral feature to the story. Judges will take into consideration how cinematography 
changes in longer formats, including screen formats and the demands of the viewer 
experience and environment. Entries include videography in digital games, VR, and long 
form Branded TV series. 

NOTE: Entries submitted cannot be executions also run on TV or in cinema. These 
entries should be submitted in the subcategory below. 

K.22 TV and Cinema Commercials
Outstanding cinematography for advertisements run on TV, or in cinema. 

K.23 Social First
Outstanding cinematography for micro-films intentionally created for social-first 
platforms and devices. Judges will take into consideration how the nature of social 
demands have very different requirements to the film craft of TV and cinema. This 
includes the small screen requirements of social videos, the ability to create a brand 
identity in this limited environment, and the need for cinematography to visually 
command attention in the world of social. Entries include online video ads, Youtube pre-
rolls, and social videos for platforms such as Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram  
and Tik Tok. 

Compulsory 

Mov of the broadcast work
4 x supporting images (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

100 word description

Cinemato-
graphy

This category recognises exceptionally crafted and outstanding in-camera 
cinematography in commercials and branded videos across all these formats, 
where the quality and effect of the craft brings a creative idea to life.

Judges will consider the relevancy of technique to the media environment, 
and the artistic intention in the way it is viewed. The style, artistic choices, 
camerawork, cinematic techniques, shot composition, lighting and other  
effects will be considered.

NOTE: Broadcast work part of a campaign must be entered individually.
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Cost

Members  Individual $330       
                                                    Campaign $440

Non-members  Individual $495  
                                                   Campaign  $605

International  Individual $455    
                                                    Campaign $555

ID Subcategory

K.24  
K.25

Best Film Script 
Script writing of a commercial spot or branded content video. The jury will look at 
how successfully the scripts delivers on the idea and supports the execution, through 
dialogue, voiceovers, scene setting, movement, actions, expressions and on screen 
copy. Includes TVCs, cinema, long form content, digital game scenes, online branded 
films, programme promotions and  sponsorship. 

Please select either (K.24) individual, or for 3 or more executions (K.25) campaign.

K.26  
K.27

Best Radio or Audio Script
Script writing for radio ads and audio content that creatively transforms a brand idea or 
message, enhancing the experience of the listener. Includes podcast and streaming.

Please select either (K.26) individual, or for 3 or more executions (K.27) campaign.

K.28  
K.29

Best use of Copywriting 
Outstanding copywriting in any medium that is appropriate to the audience, placement, 
brand and product. Including print and poster, websites, direct mail, experiential, 
promotional and packaging.

NOTE: Please enter film, audio and social into their specific sub-categories. 

Please select either (K.28) individual, or for 3 or more executions (K.29) campaign.

K.30 Verbal Identity 
The creation of a unique and dimensional brand identity through developing a tone of 
voice. Judges will take into consideration language and word choice, structure, dialogue, 
and appropriateness for the brand and target audience. Includes brand identity, self 
promotion, collateral, print, digital, corporate comms and comprehensive branding 
programmes.

K.31  
K.32

Social Media
Copy written for social media channels, that reflects the unique requirements of 
the placement and the alternative language usage that has formed on this medium. 
Includes short and long form. 

Please select either (K.31) individual, or for 3 or more executions (K.32) campaign.

Compulsory 

Best Film Script & Best Radio Audio Script
Final Script (pdf)
The work (jpg/mov/wav/URL)
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

Up to 4 x supporting images (jpg)
100 word description
2 min case study (mov)
URL

Copywriting Great writing can turn even the simplest execution into something truly 
wonderful. This category recognizes writing that is not only integral to a piece  
of marketing communications, but takes it to the next level. 

NOTE: Campaigns can only be entered as either ‘individual’ spots or ‘campaign’ 
and not into both. 
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

K.33 Apps & Platforms
Design of branded apps or digital platforms. Includes platform elements of a site, 
mobile apps and desktop installations.

K.34 Digital Environments
Digital installations, projections or technology that help to create immersive 
environments or events, to communicate the brand and message. Includes VR, AR, 
installations, motion chairs, multi-screen and multi-dimensional experiences.

K.35 Game Design
Design of games and gaming platforms. Includes virtual, immersive, VR and AR.

K.36 Internet of Things
Design of an IoT device or connected product that acquires data in order to optimise 
experience for the user. Entries will be judged on design and how well the device 
improves efficiency for the user. Includes home devices, wearable technology, and 
sensors.

K.37 Services & Utilities
Design and execution of a branded online tool, mobile application or digital platform 
that facilitates a useful function or the service for the user. Includes mobile payment 
solutions, e-commerce and rating systems. 

K.38 User Experience Design (UX)
Design practice of the consumer journey and experience that focuses on the emotional 
and behavioural response of a user to a digital product or service. Entries must 
demonstrate a relevant, seamless and consistent user experience at every point of 
interaction, with a focus on the overall support, structure and usability. Includes website, 
mobile platforms and other digital work. 

K.39 User Interface Design (UI)
The aesthetic composition, information architecture and visual design of an intelligent 
and engaging user interface for a website, mobile platform or other digital piece.

K.40 Websites
The overall design and execution of a website or microsite, to aid in it’s function and 
use, including the user experience, interaction, navigation, responsiveness, layout, 
functionality and visual design. Includes websites and microsites designed for mobile, 
tablet, desktop or other devices. 

Compulsory 

URL to the work
4 x supporting images (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

100 word description
2 min case study (mov)

Digital Craft In a truly digital world, digital craft can break through the clutter and grab 
attention with design, simplicity, form and function. These specialised skills  
are demonstrated in online, mobile and other digital channels. We will be  
looking for inspirational design, aesthetic, execution and user experience in 
websites, apps, games and utilities.
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

K.41 Branded Content & Entertainment - Fiction 
Direction for fiction work where a brand is an integral feature of the story. Includes 
viral films, interactive films, films hosted on websites, video on demand ads, streaming 
content and long and short form content. 

NOTE: “Material that was broadcasted” (to cover film on both TV and Cinema) were 
broadcast can only be entered into the TV and Cinema Commercials subcategory below. 

K.42 Branded Content & Entertainment - Non Fiction 
Direction for non-fiction work - such as unscripted, documentary and reality series - 
where a brand is an integral feature of a story. Includes viral film, interactive films, video 
on demand, streaming, and long and short form content. 

NOTE: “Material that was broadcasted” (to cover film on both TV and Cinema) can only be 
entered into the TV and Cinema Commercials subcategory below. 

K.43 Events and Experiences
The overall direction of events and experiences for brands in non-traditional formats.

K.44 TV and Cinema Commercials 
Direction for commercials run on TV or cinema, or TV playback services. Entries must 
not be an online version of film, these should be submitted into the Branded Content 
subcategory above.

K.45 Social First
The overall direction of mobile-first videos and film, created to promote a brand, product 
or service. Judges will take into consideration how the nature of social and mobile culture 
affects the director’s role, including the delivery of thumb-stopping, shareable and 
organically watchable performance in a distracting media landscape, that is interacted 
through with and without sound. Includes online video ads, social videos and work 
primarily hosted on social media and mobile platforms. 

K.46 Voice 
Exceptional performance direction for work where voice is integral to the work. Includes 
podcast, radio and audio.

Compulsory 

The work as broadcast (mov or wav)
4 x supporting images (jpg)  
exception of K.46 Voice
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

100 word description
2 min case study (mov)

Direction This category recognises the art of direction, and how the planning and 
execution of a singular vision can amplify a creative idea. Whether through 
simplicity or technique, we’ll look for absolute excellence in directorial 
achievement for commercial design and advertising projects.

The jury will think about the translation of the creative brief through a  
director’s vision and how well that vision has been achieved, including the  
way that production elements have been used to bring that vision to life in  
the relevant media. 

NOTE: Broadcast work part of a campaign must be entered individually.
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

K.47 Branded Content, Entertainment & Social
Editing work for content and entertainment, where a brand is an integral feature of the 
story. Judges will take into consideration how the entry’s media formats influence the 
edit craft. Includes long-form film, films within games, online videos and social videos.

K.48 TV and Cinema Commercials
Editing work for ads broadcast on TV, cinema, and in TV-on-demand streaming 
services. 

NOTE: The execution submitted must have run in these formats, and not be an online 
version of a long form film. These entries should be submitted into the Branded Content 
subcategory above.

Compulsory 

The work as broadcast (mov)
Client approval letter (pdf)
4 x supporting images (jpg)

Optional 

100 word description
2 min case study (mov)

Editing This category recognises the technical and creative excellence of editing  
for commercial design and branded film where the craft brings a creative idea  
to life. 

The jury will be looking for innovation and flair in editing decisions, including 
timing, pace, visual dynamics, dialogue dynamics, sound integration and  
overall storytelling. 

NOTE: Broadcast work part of a campaign must be entered individually.
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

K.49 Moving Image 
An illustration for offline and online moving image work. Judges will consider how the 
illustration was applied to both the moving content as well as the design. Includes film, 
presentations, digital sites and games. 

K.50 Posters
An illustration-led printed poster developed for promotional use or for branded 
communication. The illustration must have been developed specially for the poster. 

K.51 Press and Print 
An illustration for a book, magazine, newspaper, packaging or direct mail. Includes 
books, sections, spreads, flyers, supplements and entire publications.

K.52 Other
Illustration for a media format that is not one of the above subcategories. 

Compulsory 

Digital Presentation board (jpg)
Up to 3 x supporting images (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)
In-situ image of the work (jpg)

Optional 

100 word description
Physical samples
2 min case study (mov)
URL
K.49 Moving Image 
The work as broadcast (mov or wav) 

Illustration This category recognises exceptionally crafted illustration for commercial 
design and advertising projects, where the craft and artistic flair brings a 
creative idea to life. Entries can be stand-alone pieces of work, or incorporated 
into a larger design.
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

K.53 Conceptual
Commercial or branded work where fine art and conceptual photography is applied. 
The photography should be created to express an artist’s perception and images should 
illustrate a conceptual idea in an abstract way, showing originality, experimentation and 
imagination.

K.54 Fashion
Commercial or branded work that features or heroes fashion photography. Includes 
photography focusing on clothing and other fashion items. 

K.55 Photography for Design
Design work that integrates photography imagery to cohesively express an idea. 

K.56 Portraits
Commercial or branded work that features portrait photography. 

K.57 Still Life & Studio
Commercial or branded work featuring still life and studio photography. Includes 
objects photographed in a studio environment, to cycloramas and large studio sets. 

K.58 Wildlife, Environment and Architecture  
Commercial or branded work featuring the application of wildlife, landscape, 
architectural and structural photography. Includes photography of buildings, structures, 
exteriors and interiors. 

Compulsory 

Commercially released work (jpg)
Up to 3 x supporting images (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

100 word description
2 min case study (mov)
URL

Photography This category recognises commercial photography whose exceptionally crafted 
execution brings the creative idea to life - whether as a stand alone piece of 
work or incorporated into a larger design. Entries can have existed in any media, 
including posters, books, magazines, newspapers, environmental graphics, 
websites, apps and social media.
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

K.59 Branded Content & Entertainment
Production design for content and entertainment where a brand is an integral feature of 
the story. Includes branded long and short form films, games, TV shows and more. 

NOTE: TVCs that were broadcast can only be entered into the TV and Cinema 
Commercials subcategory below. 

K.60 Digital
Production design in work primarily produced to be viewed online, including online 
video adverts, VR experiences, social video and work primarily hosted on digital 
platforms. Judges will take into consideration the viewer experience, production quality 
and how the work stood out in the online environment. 

K.61 Experiential 
Production design of experiential installations, brand experiences, exhibitions, 
activations and more. Entries will be judged on how the production design enhanced the 
user experience and brand in a three dimensional environment. 

K.62 Press and Print
Production design in work that was primarily produced for still imagery and static 
collateral. Entries will be judged on how the production design brought the flat page to 
life. Includes magazine, editorial, posters, direct mail, in-store collateral and flyers. 

K.63 TV and Cinema Commercials
Production design for TVCs and cinema ads that were screened on either media, or on 
digital channels and playback platforms. The execution submitted must have run on TV 
or in Cinema, and not be an online version or film which should be entered into Branded 
Content subcategory above. 

Compulsory 

The work (mov/URL/images)
4 x supporting images (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

100 word description
Physical samples
2 min case study (mov)

Production 
Design

This category recognises exceptionally crafted production design for 
commercial design, branding, design, editorial and more. 

Judges will be looking for how set design, location selection, and the overall 
ability to showcase the brand through the visual storytelling brings the creative 
idea and artistic intent to life.

NOTE: Broadcast work part of a campaign must be entered individually.
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

K.64 Best Use of Adapted Music
Adapted, re-recorded or remixed version of an existing piece of music, that brings 
the idea to life. The way a track supports the script/narrative, created the necessary 
atmosphere or otherwise delivers on the creative brief will be considered. 

K.65 Best Use of Existing Music
The selection of a licensed piece of music that brings the idea to life. The way a track 
supports the script/narrative, created the necessary atmosphere or otherwise delivers 
on the creative brief will be considered.

K.66 Original Composition
Original music composition that has been created specifically for the work/campaign, 
bringing the idea to life. The artistic achievement of the track itself will be considered, 
along with its contribution to the piece as a whole. 

K.67 Production in Audio 
Excellence in audio production and audio engineering, in any piece of branded film, 
audio or experience. Judges will take into consideration all audio elements, and how 
they deliver a seamless yet outstanding listener experience. 

K.68 Sound Design
Excellence in sound design that is integral to the work and brings the idea to life. The 
process of specifying, acquiring, manipulating or generating audio elements, including 
sound effects, location recordings, ‘atmos’ etc.

Compulsory 

The work as broadcast (mov/wav)
Client approval letter (pdf)
Supporting images (jpg) for TVC and  
Film entries

Optional 

100 word description
2 min case study (mov)

Sound Design 
& Use of Music

Sound design and music is a critical part of the communications process, and 
excellence in sound can turn a good idea into a great idea. Whether in TV ads, 
online, on radio or in games, judges will be looking for exceptionally crafted 
sound design and use of music, for commercial design and advertising projects.

They will consider technical excellence, along with the cohesion of the edit and 
its impact on the overall piece.

NOTE: Broadcast work part of a campaign must be entered individually.
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Cost

Members  Individual $330       
                                                    Campaign $440

Non-members  Individual $495  
                                                   Campaign  $605

International  Individual $455    
                                                    Campaign $555

ID Subcategory

K.69
K.70

Advertising Press and Print
Typography work used in advertising printed media.  Must be typography developed 
specially for the execution being entered. Includes inserts, wraps, press ads and direct 
mail. 

Please select either (K.69) individual, or for 3 or more executions (K.70) campaign.

K.71 Moving Image 
Typography work used in moving image piece. Includes TV and cinema commercials, 
title sequences, stings, idents, branded content, online videos and website or social 
animations. 

K.72
K.73

Posters
Typography-led posters that have been developed for promotional use and for branded 
communication. Must be typography developed specially for the execution being 
entered.

Please select either (K.72) individual, or for 3 or more executions (K.73) campaign.

K.74 Type Design 
The design of a font family.

K.75 Other 
Typography in any other placement that does not fit in the above categories, where it 
is integral to the overall craft of the work. Includes publications, on screen and digital 
content.

COMPULSORY 

Digital Presentation board (jpg)
Up to 3 x supporting images (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)
K.71 Moving Image 
the work as broadcast (mov)

OPTIONAL 

100 word description
Physical samples
2 min case study (mov)
URL

Typography This category celebrates those who create, develop and evolve type to enhance 
the creative idea. Judges will look at type design, choice, kerning and position 
and how the decisions made in the typographical journey brought a creative 
idea to life.
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Film & 
entertainment
Screens. lots of screens. from huge imax ones to 65” 8k ones to the 
ones on social that you can’t skip unless you find the little ‘x’ button 
that’s usually the same colour as the website. here, we celebrate and 
raise a glass to creativity in moving images. simplicity, storytelling, 
impact, emotion, artistry and the talent needed to simply keep 
someone watching. 
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Cost

Members  Individual $330       
                                                    Campaign $440

Non-members  Individual $495  
                                                   Campaign  $605

International  Individual $455    
                                                    Campaign $555

ID Subcategory

L.01
L.02

Fiction Film up to 5 mins
Fictional branded content film less than 5 minutes, where a brand is integrated into the 
script, plot, or broader themes. Includes viral films, interactive films, short form content, 
films on websites, on TV or in cinemas, streaming, or film components created as part of 
a live event and experience.

Please select either (L.01) individual, or for 3 or more executions (L.02) campaign.

L.03
L.04

Fiction Film 5-30 mins
Fictional branded content of 5 - 30 minutes, where a brand is integrated into the script, 
plot, or broader themes. Includes viral films, interactive films, short form content, films 
on websites, on TV or in cinemas, streaming, video on demand, or film components 
created as part of a live event and experience.

Please select either (L.03) individual, or for 3 or more executions (L.04) campaign.

L.05
L.06

Fiction Film over 30 mins
Long form fictional branded content over 30 minutes, where a brand is integrated into 
the script, plot, or broader themes. Includes viral films, interactive films, short form 
content, films on websites, on TV or in cinemas, streaming, video on demand, or film 
components created as part of a live event and experience.

Please select either (L.05) individual, or for 3 or more executions (L.06) campaign.

L.07
L.08

Non-Fiction Film up to 5 mins
Non-fiction branded content less than 5 minutes - such as unscripted, documentary 
or reality series - where a brand is integrated into the script, plot, or broader themes. 
Includes factual film, series, or documentary and reality films, viral films, interactive films, 
short form content, films on websites, on TV or in cinemas, streaming, video on demand, 
or film components created as part of a live event and experience.

Please select either (L.07) individual, or for 3 or more executions (L.08) campaign.

Compulsory 

Mov of the broadcast work
4 x supporting images (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)
100 word description

Optional 

2 min case study (mov)
URL
Physical samples

Branded 
Content & 
Entertainment

Branded content and entertainment isn’t just online videos. It’s defined as the 
merging of advertising and entertainment content, and includes any work that 
is built around a brand beyond traditional product placement or sponsorship. 
This category celebrates creativity that pushed the expectation of branded 
communications to create authentic entertainment that engages consumers 
and impacts culture. 

NOTE: TVCs or media-neutral films should not be entered into this category, 
unless they are a different execution that was produced intentionally for the 
selected media. 
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Branded 
Content & 
Entertainment
(Cont.)

L.09
L.10

Non-Fiction Film 5-30 mins
Non-fiction branded content of 5 - 30 minutes - such as unscripted, documentary 
or reality series - where a brand is integrated into the script, plot, or broader themes. 
Includes factual film, series, or documentary and reality films, viral films, interactive films, 
short form content, films on websites, on TV or in cinemas, streaming, video on demand, 
or film components created as part of a live event and experience.

Please select either (L.09) individual, or for 3 or more executions (L.10) campaign.

L.11
L.12

Non-Fiction Film over 30 mins
Long form non-fiction branded content over 30 minutes - such as unscripted, 
documentary or reality series - where a brand is integrated into the script, plot, or 
broader themes. Includes factual film, series, or documentary and reality films, viral 
films, interactive films, short form content, films on websites, on TV or in cinemas, 
streaming, video on demand, or film components created as part of a live event and 
experience.

Please select either (L.11) individual, or for 3 or more executions (L.12) campaign.

L.13 Games
A game or gaming initiative that features a brand, product or artist through its creative 
production, promotion and distribution. Judges will look for entries that demonstrate 
how the brand was an integral component to the gameplay or gaming content, and how 
it connected with the target audience, drove engagement, and built a positive brand 
experience. Includes physical or immersive games where participants interact with the 
environment, board games, VR, AR, online, social and mobile games, apps, console, 
computer and other digital games.

L.14 Immersive Experiences
An immersive environment or device-led experience built around interactive digital 
elements that is centred around a brand. Entries will be judged on the creativity, 
quality and production of the immersive content. Includes AR, VR and mixed reality 
experiences.

L.15 Live Broadcast
A branded live video broadcast or stream of a live event via any channel, in real-time or 
pre-recorded. Includes live-streaming platforms, cinema, TV or online content.

NOTE: Entrants must submit a recording of the original execution. Presentation films 
alone will not be accepted. 

L.16 Live Experiences 
A branded live event or entertainment experience that feature and promote a brand. 
Entries will be judged on their entertainment value for the target audience. Includes live 
shows, events, concerts & festivals.

L.17 Music Videos 
A music video created to promote a brand, musician or musical act. Judges will take into 
consideration it’s production craft, and how it  innovatively leveraged the media format 
to communicate with consumers. Includes live action or animated videos.

L.18 Sports
Creativity that taps into fan culture and leverages the power of sports and eSports 
in connecting people to brands. Juries will look for entries that demonstrate creative 
innovation in the sports marketing category.

L.19 User Generated
Branded content or entertainment that is derived from materials submitted by 
customers or users to promote a brand. Can be stand-alone, or woven into a larger 
campaign or narrative. Includes influencer-created content. 
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Cost

Members  Individual $330       
                                                    Campaign $440

Non-members  Individual $495  
                                                   Campaign  $605

International  Individual $455    
                                                    Campaign $555

ID Subcategory

L.20 Cinema Commercials Up to 60 Seconds
A commercial spot aired in a cinema before a feature film that is 60 seconds or less. 

L.21 Cinema Commercials Over 60 Seconds
A commercial spot aired in a cinema before a feature film that is over 60 seconds.

L.22 Cinema Only Campaigns
A series of commercial spots aired in cinema before feature films, of any length. 
Must include 3 or more executions.

L.23 Interactive Film Advertising
Film advertising that prompts direct viewer interaction. Includes 360, VR, online, 
interactive, explorable digital simulations, and use of second screen where devices 
are used in parallel.

L.24 TV Commercials Less than 30 Seconds
A commercial spot aired on TV or video-on-demand platforms that is less than  
30 seconds.

L.25 TV Commercials 30 Seconds
A commercial spot aired on TV or video-on-demand platforms that is 30 seconds.

L.26 TV Commercials Over 30 Seconds
A commercial spot aired on TV or video-on-demand platforms that is longer than 
30 seconds.

L.27 TV Commercial Campaigns
A campaign of 3-5 commercial spots aired on TV or video-on-demand platforms, 
of any length. 

L.28 Location-Specific Screens
Film advertising primarily designed and aired on non-traditional screens, including 
private and public events. Includes outdoor screens, presentations, in-flight, sporting 
festivals, award shows, seminars, lobby displays, amusement parks, and location-
specific videos.

NOTE: Entries cannot have appeared on TV, in cinema or online.

Compulsory 

Mov of the broadcast work
4 x supporting images (jpg)
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

100 word description

Film  
Advertising

Film recognises advertising in the form of commercials that aired on television, 
in cinemas, online, or at events. Entries will need to demonstrate creativity, 
brilliant brand storytelling and the ability to grab attention in a highly cluttered 
media environment.
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Innovation
The development of products, data and 
technology that find new ways to sell 
something or solve a problem. 
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

M.01 Brand Engagement  
Innovative products and services created and developed to foster a positive brand 
experience. Entries must be in market. Includes innovations that helped solve a 
business issue for a brand, or produced in order to promote a brand.

M.02 Business Transformation
Innovative solutions that use data and insight to solve business problems. Entries will be 
judged on how innovative thinking was applied across a business, and how creatively 
the practical solutions were applied to have an impact or create change.
NOTE: There is an increased eligibility period for this category of 3 years.

M.03 Early Stage 
The creative use of a new technology that is not yet released in the marketplace, in 
the service of a brand. This includes digital and physical inventions, prototypes and 
MVPs that have been developed for the brand or emerging technology that has been 
harnessed for a new concept. Includes branded tech, wearable hardware and software, 
digital demonstrations, digital services, and products or tools that enhance the user’s 
lifestyle or behaviour.

M.04 Product Innovation 
Existing products that have been developed or significantly improved through 
innovation by a brand. Entries should demonstrate a creative use of data, insight and 
technological innovation, while also creating brand interaction.

Compulsory 

Digital Presentation board (jpg)
3 x support images (jpg)
100 word description identifying the role the 
entrant played in the innovation idea
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

2 min case study (mov)
URL
Physical samples

Brand 
Innovation

Innovation refers to a product, idea, service or method developed specifically 
for a brand or client that has had significant advancement to its previous 
iterations. The jury will reward solutions that demonstrate an intention to  
impact the client’s business or business model. 
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

M.05 Creative Expression 
The use of innovation to create positive experiences with an audience, that is not a 
branded interaction. Includes innovative art installations, proactive artistic endeavours 
etc. 

M.06 Early Stage 
Celebrating the creative use of new technology that is still in the early phases of 
development. Includes prototypes, MVPs, tech, wearable hardware and software, digital 
demonstrations, digital services or tools that enhance the user’s lifestyle or behaviour.

M.07 Product Innovation 
Celebrating products that are innovative in their development and approach, whilst not 
necessarily having a brand affiliation or alignment.

.Compulsory 

Digital Presentation board (jpg)
3 x support images (jpg)
100 word description
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

2 min case study (mov)
URL
Physical samples

Non-brand 
Innovation

This category recognises innovative concepts, ideas and prototypes that, 
although not aligned with a brand, show a level of thinking that demonstrates 
the capability of the industry at large. This could be new creations, or a product, 
idea, service or method that has significantly advanced from its previous 
iterations.

The jury will consider how innovation was creatively harnessed, and take into 
consideration the feasibility of rollout and production of the concept. 
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Media
Creative implementation of ideas 
through the use of media. Finding 
new, unique and measurable ways to 
position work so consumers see or 
hear it has become more important 
than ever in our fragmented and 
disconnected environment.
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

N.01 Use of Ambient Media
Excellence in media planning and execution of non-mail and print collateral. Includes 
physical objects and any other hand-held items.

N.02 Use of Audio Platforms
Excellence in media planning and execution across radio, podcasts and other audio 
technology.

N.03 Use of Branded Entertainment and Content
Excellence in media planning and execution of branded entertainment and broadcast 
content. Includes games, product placement and branding in mini-series, web series, 
music video, streaming services, sponsorship etc.

N.04 Use of Digital Platforms
Excellence in harnessing the digital environment, to execute or support a media 
campaign. Includes online platforms, associated digital technologies, websites, 
microsites, games, social media, search engines, banner ads, mobile and instant 
messaging.

N.05 Use of Events and Stunts 
Excellence in media planning and execution at physical experiences. Includes live 
shows, festivals, concerts, sporting events, event sponsorship, guerrilla marketing, large 
and small scale stunts, one off experiential events.

N.06 Use of Print, Press & Outdoor
Excellence in media planning and execution within the print and outdoor media 
channels. Includes newspapers, magazines, inserts, trade journals, traditional billboard 
or poster sites, bus shelters and transit advertising using standard advertising space.

N.07 Use of Technology
Excellence in media planning and use of existing or new technology, to execute or 
support a media campaign. Includes artificial intelligence, augmented and virtual reality, 
robotics, gadgets and electronics, wearable and interactive technology. Please note that 
this does not include prototypes of early-stage tech.

N.08 Use of TV & Other Screens
Excellence in media planning and execution of television and broadcast screens. 
Includes TV, cinema, video-on-demand, online service providers, in-flight entertainment, 
interactive touch screens and responsive displays.

Compulsory 

Digital Presentation board (jpg)
Up to 4 x support images (jpg)
100 word description
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

2 min case study (mov)
URL

Channels This category recognises campaigns where a clever use of media and innovative 
channel strategy has enhanced the creative work. Judges will be looking for how 
exceptional media strategy, planning, targeting and placement contributed to 
the execution and storytelling of a campaign - while pushing the boundaries of 
the media channels in an innovative or unexpected manner. 

Media
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Channels
(Cont.)

ID Subcategory

N.09 Use of Integrated Media
Excellence in the planning and execution of an integrated media approach to enhancing 
a creative campaign, across at least 3 different types of media. Entries will be judged 
on how seamlessly the chosen media has been integrated, how it influenced the user 
journey, and how well the different mediums complemented and built on each other to 
communicate the campaign message. Please clearly outline the various channels used 
in your entry.

N.10 Use of New Media
Anything not covered in the above subcategories. Entrants must clearly demonstrate 
how the creative executions excelled through the use of media.  

Media
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Purpose
Here we sadly flick through endless case studies that remind 
us the world’s in trouble, everything’s extinct and we’re all 
probably going to die. yes, it’s the ‘purpose’ category, where 
we use creative communications to shift culture, create 
change and positively impact the world. if that’s possible. 
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Cost

Members  Individual $330       
                                                    Campaign $440

Non-members  Individual $495  
                                                   Campaign  $605

International  Individual $455    
                                                    Campaign $555

ID Subcategory

O.01 
O.02

Branded Content and Entertainment 
The merging of advertising and entertainment content where the charity is an integral 
feature to the story or experience. Entries should push the expectation of branded 
communications to create authentic entertainment. Includes fiction and non-fiction films, 
tv series, music videos, user generated content, games etc.

NOTE: TVCs should not be entered into this category unless they are a different 
execution that ran only online.

Please select either (O.01) individual, or for 3 or more executions (O.02) campaign.

O.03 
O.04

Design
The art and practice of visual craftmanship and production of ideas and experiences 
through unique visual content, to create consumer understanding of the charity and its 
cause. Includes digital design, branding, book design, graphic design, packaging design, 
product design and spatial design. 

Please select either (O.03) individual, or for 3 or more executions (O.04) campaign.

O.05 
O.06

Digital
Any digital execution that demonstrates creative innovation and promotes a charity and 
helps people. Includes websites, integrated digital campaigns, banners and rich media, 
digital utilities and tools, creative use of technology. 

Please select either (O.05) individual, or for 3 or more executions (O.06) campaign.

O.07 
O.08

Direct
Response-driven activity that proves a direction action from a specific, targeted 
audience to promote a charity. Entries should clearly identify the customer’s journey with 
the charity. Includes direct mail, direct response, retail. 

Please select either (O.07) individual, or for 3 or more executions (O.08) campaign.

O.09 Experiential
The use of physical spaces for consumers to interact and connect with the charity in 
genuine moments of connection. Includes experience-led activations, stunts, events, 
pop-up shops, technology-led experiences and public environments. 

Compulsory 

Digital Presentation board (jpg) - with the 
exception of film/audio category 
Up to 3 x support images (jpg) - with the 
exception of audio category 
100 word description
Client approval letter (pdf)
For Branded Content/Film/Radio 
categories - the work as broadcast (mov/
wav)

Optional 

2 min case study (mov)
URL
Physical samples
Mov of the broadcast work (mov or wav)

Charity This category recognises creative executions that have been undertaken for a 
registered charity. 

Judges will be looking for different and innovative ways that grab attention and 
drive awareness or action in this highly emotive yet well worn category. Work in 
each subcategory will be judged against the criteria of each in the non-branded 
expectations, and will also scrutinise how the communication is a good idea that 
affects a human reaction and response, beyond that expected from the cause or 
issue alone. 

NOTE: Charity work can only be entered into this section, Planning, Health & 
Wellness or Craft. 

Purpose
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ID Subcategory

O.10 
O.11

Film Advertising
Moving image commercials aired on traditional or new media platforms, made for a 
charity. Entries will need to demonstrate brilliant brand storytelling intended for a screen. 
Includes films screened on TV, in cinema, online or at events.

Please select either (O.10) individual, or for 3 or more executions (O.11) campaign.

O.12 Innovation 
Ideas that combine technology, creativity and problem solving in the conception and 
application of new products, experiences or services, reshaping the conversation 
between the charity and the consumer. 

O.13 Integrated Campaign 
A fully integrated campaign demonstrating excellent use of multiple channels to create 
a cohesive and creative brand idea for a charity. Must include 3 or more components, 
across media such as TV, print, online, mobile, ambient and more.

O.14 PR & Promotion  
Creative use of PR and promotional campaigns, programs and tactics to promote a 
charity or its cause. Judges will be looking for innovative and creative ‘PR first’ ideas that 
have shaped the creative execution and achieved success.

O.15 
O.16

Press & Outdoor
Brilliant creativity in printed publications and outdoor media that has been created to 
promote a charity campaign, product or idea. Includes digital and interactive poster 
sites, billboards, special builds, newspaper and magazine ads.

Please select either (O.15) individual, or for 3 or more executions (O.16) campaign.

O.17 
O.18

Radio & Audio 
Radio and audio marketing communications that promotes or supports a brand. 
Includes branded podcasts, audio experiences, sonic branding etc.

Please select either (O.17) individual, or for 3 or more executions (O.18) campaign.

O.19 
O.20

Social
Media-first ideas demonstrating creative use of social media networks and platforms 
to communicate a charity’s brand message. Includes YouTube, Facebook, Snapchat, 
Instagram etc.

Please select either (O.19) individual, or for 3 or more executions (O.20) campaign.

Charity (Cont.)
Purpose
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Cost

Members  Individual $330      
Non-members  Individual $495 
International  Individual $455   

ID Subcategory

O.21 Advertising & Marketing Communications 
Creative advertising and marketing communications for commercial clients.

O.22 Design 
Design for commercial clients. Includes physical and digital design.

O.23 Product Design 
Products that seek to build brands or businesses by doing good.

O.24 Service Innovation and Design 
Services or products that have used existing frameworks and adapted them in a ground-
breaking way to do good.  

O.25 Equality 
Work which sets out to positively impact ingrained inequality, imbalance or injustice in 
gender, education, ethnicity, health, nutrition etc across any advertising medium. 

O.26 Sustainability 
Problem solving, solutions or other initiatives that creatively seek to positively impact the 
environment and the planet. Entrants will need to demonstrate how they contributed to 
or advanced the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development across people, planet and 
prosperity.

Compulsory 

Digital Presentation board (jpg)
3 x support images (jpg)
100 word description
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

URL
Physical samples
2 min case study (mov)

Creativity for 
Good

This category celebrates and rewards marketing communication, design, 
services and products for commercial clients that demonstrate original  
ideas beautifully executed, whilst seeking to build the brand or business  
by doing good.

Entries will need to demonstrate ideas, solutions and other initiatives that 
harness creativity in order to change things. To solve big problems. Maybe  
even change the world.

NOTE: Charity work cannot be entered into this category. It should only be 
entered into the Charity section above, Health and Wellbeing or Craft categories.  

Purpose
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Strategy
Way, way before a creative stood on stage bathed in lights, 
dry ice and clutching the award that would bring them fame, 
a planner had to negotiate the absolute brain explosion that 
can be a client brief. here, we celebrate the breakthrough 
thinking and transformational problem solving that led to a 
twenty three year old excitedly flying business class to their 
interview.
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ID Subcategory

P.01 Creative Strategy
This category is all about great creative strategic thinking that led to world-class creative 
campaigns. Judges will be looking for strategies and ideas that helped brands to outsmart 
competitors, forge their own path against conventions, and make an impact in their 
category and in culture.

It is open to all kinds of strategic thinking no matter the discipline, platform, channel, or 
execution. Make sure to include that laser-sharp problem definition, that powerful insight, 
and show off the impact of your strategic thinking through the resulting creative work. 

The judges will be taking into consideration how the strategy directly influenced the 
creative outcomes. 

Judging criteria

problem (or opportunity) definition- 25%
strategic solution - 30% 
creative work - 30%
what does or what could success look like - 15%

Entry should be no more than 1000 words.

Compulsory 

4 x support images (jpg)
Written paper
100 word summary of the paper
Client approval letter (pdf)

Optional 

2 min case study (mov)
URL

Strategy The Strategy awards are designed to acknowledge and reward the power of 
strategic thinking. Across two categories, the awards look at what difference  
the strategy has made to brands, business and their creative communications. 

* Please note: the Strategy categories have extended eligibility from the  
1 July 2021 - 31st March 2023 (however the same work can not be re-entered). 

Cost

Members  Individual $440
Non-members  Individual $605 
International  Individual $555   

Strategy
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Awards
These are the big hitters. the pencils 
that make you go: “oof. yep. we’ve 
really done it.”
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Q.01

Individual Agency  
of the Year

This award is for Individual City Offices of a Network – or Independent Agency. 
If the agency has worked on a project with another office in a different city, they can  
still enter that work – but the prize will go to the ONE office nominated in the entry. 

To enter, you need to supply FIVE pieces of work

They can be individual films, designs, projects, experiences or campaigns.
They must include work from at least TWO different clients.
The work must have run within the general AWARD Awards timeframe and be eligible 
under the general entry criteria. 

Cost

Members  $1,000      
Non-members  $1,200 
International  $1,090   

Q.02

Individual Creative  
or Team of the Year

For individuals who have worked in the industry for 5 years or more.  
A single writer/art director can enter or a writer/art director team. Or a designer or 
design team. For a team to enter, ALL the work must have been originated by the TEAM, 
not a combination of two individuals’ work. 

To enter, you need to supply FOUR pieces of work

Provide a letter of endorsement stating that the entrants solely undertook the roles 
specified (see template in entry kit). 
They can be individual films, designs, projects, experiences or campaigns.
They must include work from at least TWO different clients.
The work must have run within the general AWARD Awards timeframe and be eligible 
under the general entry criteria. 

Cost: $500

Q.03

Individual Director  
of the Year

Means Individual not Collective. 
If two directors always work together they can enter as a team. For individuals who have 
worked in the industry for 5 years or more. 

To enter, you need to supply FOUR pieces of work

They can be individual films, designs, projects, experiences or campaigns.
They must include work from at least TWO different clients.
The work must have run within the general AWARD Awards timeframe and be eligible 
under the general entry criteria

Cost $500

Special Awards
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Q.04

Emerging Creative  
or Team of the Year

For individuals who have worked in the industry for less than 5 years. 
A single writer/art director can enter or a writer/art director team. Or a designer or 
design team. For a team to enter, ALL the work must have been originated by the TEAM, 
not a combination of two individuals’ work. 

To enter, you need to supply THREE pieces of work

Provide a letter of endorsement stating that the entrants solely undertook the roles 
specified (see template in Submission Guidelines). 
They can be individual films, designs, projects, experiences or campaigns.
They must include work from at least TWO different clients.
The work must have run within the general AWARD Awards timeframe and be eligible 
under the general entry criteria. 

Cost $330

Q.05

Emerging Director  
of the Year

For individuals who have worked in the industry for less than 5 years. 
This is for Individuals not Collectives. If two directors always work together they can 
enter as a team.

To enter, you need to supply THREE pieces of work

They can be individual films, designs, projects, experiences or campaigns.
The work must have run within the general AWARD Awards timeframe and be eligible 
under the general entry criteria. 

Cost $330

Q.06

Emerging Indigenous 
Creative Talent 

To be eligible for this award the entrant (or entrant team) must identify as Aboriginal or 
Torres Strait Islander descent and have worked in the industry for less than 5 years. A 
single director, writer, art director can enter or a writer/art director team. Or a designer 
or design team. For a team to enter, ALL the work must have been originated by the 
TEAM, not a combination of two individuals’ work. 

To enter, you need to supply THREE pieces of work (at least two must have been done for a commercial client)

Provide a letter of endorsement stating that the entrants solely undertook the roles 
specified (see template in Submission Guidelines). 
They can be individual films, designs, projects, experiences or campaigns.
They must include work from at least TWO different clients.
The work must have run within the general AWARD Awards timeframe and be eligible 
under the general entry criteria. 

(No entry fee is required.)

Special Awards
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Q.07

Production Company  
of the Year 

The Production Company of the Year is calculated through a points system based on 
how many Gold, Silver, Bronze and Finalist entries a company was awarded during that 
year’s show. 

(No additional entry fee is required.)

Q.08

Marketing Team  
of the Year

This award needs to be submitted by the client. It must be entered by the marketing 
team for a single brand. 

To enter, you need to supply THREE pieces of work
They can be individual films, designs, projects, experiences or campaigns.
The work must have run within the general AWARD Awards timeframe and be eligible 
under the general entry criteria

Cost $500

Q.09

Account Team  
of the Year

This award recognises the whole team who worked on a particular client. 

To enter, you need to supply THREE pieces of work
They can be individual films, designs, projects, experiences or campaigns.
The work must have run within the general AWARD Awards timeframe and be eligible 
under the general entry criteria

Cost $500

Q.10

Chief Marketing  
Officer of the Year

This award needs to be submitted by the client. It recognises an outstanding contribution 
to the development of creative campaigns by CMOs / Heads of Marketing etc. 

To enter, you need to supply THREE pieces of work
They can be individual films, designs, projects, experiences or campaigns.
The work must have run within the general AWARD Awards timeframe and be eligible 
under the general entry criteria

Cost $500

Special Awards
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Q.11

Rising Star Award/
Breakthrough Agency 

This award is for up-and-coming agencies or agencies who have significantly improved 
on their metal tally or may not have been successful at the AWARD Awards in the past. 

This award will be judged by a specialist jury that will be looking at the entrant 
companies who have accomplished outstanding results in the general awards 
categories. 

(No additional entry fee is required.)

Q.12

Media Agency  
of the Year 

Best creative partner in using media. 
This award must be entered by the media company. 
The entry must demonstrate how the media agency helped create amazing work.

To enter, you need to supply a 2-minute case study video that demonstrates the creative 
use of media. 

It can be individual films, designs, projects, experiences or campaigns.
The work must have run within the general AWARD Awards timeframe and be eligible 
under the general entry criteria

Entrants must provide a signed letter of endorsement from the creative agency.  

Cost $500

Q.13

Agency Network  
of the Year

The Agency Network of the Year is calculated through a points system based on how 
many Gold, Silver, Bronze and Finalist entries a brand was credited with during that 
year’s show. 

(No additional entry fee is required.)

Q.14

The Grand Award
The Grand Award is judged by a panel of jury chairs in a live discussion, and selected 
from the gold-winning entries of every category. Judges may use their own discretion 
and deem work ineligible for the Grand Award if it has been undertaken pro bono, and 
not from a legitimate client brief. 

(No additional entry fee is required.)

Q.15

The Grand Strategy 
Award

The Grand Strategy Award is judged in a live discussion, and selected from the gold-
winning entries of every category. Judges may use their own discretion and deem work 
ineligible for the Grand Award if it has been undertaken pro bono, and not from 
a legitimate client brief. 

(No additional entry fee is required).
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Submission 
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Before you 
enter

Let’s face it, no one wants to waste time. So please make sure your work is 
eligible to enter the AWARD Awards prior to putting together your entry.

Eligibility To be eligible, work must have been:

Commercially released or aired between 1 January 2022 - 31 March 2023*
Produced within the context of a normal paying contract and genuine brief for a client, or 
if self-promotion or for a Not-for-profit client, the client must have approved of all media, 
production & implementation.
Submitted as it was originally released and not modified for entry into the awards
Approved and paid for by the client, as authorised with a signed client letter
Originated and been completed in Asia, New Zealand and Australia. 
If entered into Craft category, the work must have been created by a Production, Post 
Production, Music Company, in-house production agency or relevant crafts person from 
Asia, New Zealand or Australia. 

* Please note: the Strategy categories have extended eligibility from the  
1 July 2021 - 31st March 2023 (however the same work can not be re-entered).  
The Innovation categories also have extended eligibility in order to meet the entry 
criteria as outlined in the sub-category descriptions.   

Ineligibile work We do not accept:

Work entered into the AWARD Awards previously, unless part of a creative campaign where 
the new executions outnumber the old ones.
Work that has infringed its country of origin’s voluntary or regulatory codes of practice, up 
to the final day of judging. The only exception is PR & Promotion. For more information, 
please refer to the Terms & Conditions. 
Work that is created solely for the AWARD Awards and not for bonafide clients or briefs. 
Work entered by another party in the same category. Please check with your production 
company, media and PR partners before entering work to avoid duplicate entries. In these 
cases, the company where the idea originated will be first credited, and in craft will go to 
the company who did the production. Please note that AWARD does not refund for any 
duplicate entries.
Joint entries from multiple companies or agencies.
Work without an English subtitle or translation provided, if not originally produced in 
English.

Submission Guidelines
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Submission 
specifications 
& supporting 
information

Please take a moment to look through all our submission formats for your 
required category and their specifications

Submissions The category you are entering will list what submission option is required. Further 
details about what this means and any format specifications are listed below. It is very 
important that the entrant provides the required information for judging. Entries that do 
not provide the required submission options in the category will be withdrawn. 

In order to avoid your work being withdrawn, please follow these guidelines:

All case study films and images must be in English 
Work which wasn’t originally published in English can be translated or subtitled exactly as 
it was published or aired, so that they can be understood by the English speaking jury.
Supporting materials must not contain any reference to your agency or any contributing 
creative companies or individuals.
If entering a campaign category, entries must include 3 or more components to be eligible.
Work done for charities can only be entered into Strategy, Health & Wellness, Charity and 
all Craft categories.

Delivery guidelines If you need to send physical samples as part of your entry, these need to be posted 
to the AWARD office by the relevant cut off dates. Please contact us prior to sending 
perishable goods. 

Please label your items with your entry ID,  category and title. You can print labels from 
the ‘manage entries’ section of the entry portal. Do not include any agency branding. 

VIA Courier:
Att. Jean Probert
AWARD Call for Entry Advertising Council Australia
Level 3, 137 Pyrmont Street 
Pyrmont NSW 2009 
Ph: 0402 906 505 

Submission Guidelines
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Media Description and Specifications

100-word description A written submission summarising your project, to help the judges evaluate your work. 
Descriptions should be written according to the category and subcategory summary, 
and must be written or pasted within the entry form.

Strategy written paper Must be uploaded as a PDF. Pleae refer to the category descriptions for further info on 
what to include.

Audio script A PDF version of the final script of the radio or audio entry, as it went to air.
Please ensure it does not have any agency branding or logos, and is formatted as per a 
radio script format for juror comprehension.

Case study film A presentation film that explains and summarises your work, including the brief, idea and 
execution. The film should be specific to the category, and will be judged and displayed
publicly.

The case study should be no longer than 2 minutes.
Upload as an MPEG or MOV (max 2 mins)
Format: QuickTime H.264  HD 1080p 25
Frame Size: 1920x1080
Frame Rate: 25 fps Progressive
Bit rate: VBR 32Mbps
Audio: 48kHz, Stereo, 16 bit
Max 500 mb
Ensure the film narration is in English
Do NOT use your company logo or branding anywhere in the film

Case study/ 
Overview URL

A presentation webpage URL that showcases your entry to the judging panel. This can 
include descriptions, imagery and videos. 

If there is any film content/case studies housed on your website, please upload a MOV 
file version of this as they may be required for screening at the AWARD Awards.

AWARD will not be held responsible for URLs that do not function during judging.

Must be live from submission date until 31st August 2023
Must be viewable on a Mac, using Chrome.
Must be in English
URLs must start with http:// or https:// and preferably be accessible without login or 
password
The URL path and website must contain no agency branding or logos

Entry Material Supporting materials are the most important elements of your entry. This is  
what the judges will examine, watch and read during their decision-making.  
Each specific category has different mandatory and optional material 
requirements. Entries that do not provide the mandatory submission material  
for its category will be withdrawn.

Submission Guidelines
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Media Description and Specifications

Client letter Each entry must have an uploaded pdf of their scanned and signed client approval letter. 
Work will not be judged if a client letter is not uploaded. 

All client letters must be provided on client letterhead and use the template below.

To whom it may concern,   
This letter is to verify that (work/campaign title)(media – print,TV,outdoor etc.) executions 
are legitimate and was created for (client company) by (insert agency) and was/will be 
first published/on air/live on (insert date). We approve of it being entered into the AWARD 
awards.   
Regards, (client name)
(Client signature)
(Client mobile and email)

Credits The credits you enter will be used in all AWARD collateral, should your work be awarded. 
Please ensure these are done correctly and named and titled spelled out in full, with no 
abbreviations.

Don’t forget to list any collaborating partners (production company / agency etc.) as this 
may negatively impact their chances of winning production company/agency of the year 
awards if they are not included. 

Demo film A film that shows an in-depth demonstration, making of, before and after or behind-the-
scenes process in your work or execution. The film should be specific to the category, 
and will be judged and displayed publicly.

Upload as an MPEG or MOV (max 2 mins)
Format: QuickTime H.264  HD 1080p 25
Frame Size: 1920x1080
Frame Rate: 25 fps Progressive
Bit rate: VBR 32Mbps
Audio: 48kHz, Stereo, 16 bit
Max 500 mb
Ensure the film narration is in English
Do NOT use your company logo or branding anywhere in the film.
Do NOT make reference to production houses or directors etc. 

Digital presentation board This should be a representation of your idea and work through a number of different 
images covering all components of the work, and a short written summary of the brief, 
idea and execution.

This image will be presented to the judges digitally so please ensure font is clear and 
large enough to read on a screen.

Digital copy only. Please do not send in mounted boards.
Images (JPG)
Resolution: 300 dpi
Size: Min. 2000 pixels wide or high
Show work as it was originally launched, including all text

Entry Material 
(Cont.)

Submission Guidelines
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Media Description and Specifications

In situ image An image or photography showing the original work in place where it ran or was featured.

Images (JPG)
Resolution: 300 dpi
Size: Min. 2000 pixels wide or high

Letter of endorsement 
template

Each entry must have an uploaded pdf of their scanned and signed client approval letter. 
Work will not be judged if a client letter is not uploaded. 

All client letters must be provided on client letterhead and use the template below.

[ Date ]

To whom it may concern,   

This letter is to verify that (work/campaign title) executions are legitimate and were 
created for (client company).  I can confirm that (individual entrant name) worked on 
these executions in the role of (insert role). I can confirm that they were/will be first 
published/on-air/live on (insert date). 

We endorse them entering into the AWARD awards.   
Regards, (manager name)

(manager signature)

(company name, mobile and email)

Original work (audio) An audio file of the original radio or audio work as it was commercially released.

Original work only (MP3/WAV)
Sample size: 16-bit
Sample rate: 48kHz
In Stereo
Max 250mb (1 second = 400kb)
Submit 1 file per execution
Do NOT include an audio introduction as part of the entry

Original work (Film) The original film or piece of content, exactly as it was commercially released.

If the work is part of a campaign these should be uploaded as separate films.

Original work only (MP4/MOV)
Apply subtitles to the work if necessary
Format: QuickTime H.264 HD 1080p 25
Frame Size: 1920x1080 Frame Rate: 25 fps Progressive
Bit rate: VBR 32Mbps 
Audio: 48kHz, Stereo, 16 bit Max 500 mb
Do NOT use your company logo or branding anywhere in the film

Entry Material 
(Cont.)

Submission Guidelines
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Media Description and Specifications

Physical samples Physical pieces of work or products in its original format and how it was commercially 
released. 

You must send a sample for every relevant entry (samples can not be moved between 
categories during judging).

Send in the original work
Contact us prior to sending perishable goods
Label item with your entry number and title in a discreet place (base or underside of the 
object)
Please post to the AWARD office by the relevant cut off date

Supporting images A selection of digital images that represent the original work, to support your entry in the 
jury room.

Includes floor plans, images of work, or before and after images where relevant.

Images (JPG)
Resolution: 300 dpi
Size: Min. 2000 pixels wide or high

URL to the work The direct URL link to the original execution as it was commercially released. 

If it’s an app, please provide a URL link to the downloadable link of the app.

If the site is no longer live, then a self-contained version should be available on your own 
unbranded server. AWARD will not be held responsible for URL addresses that don’t work 
during judging. 
Must be live from submission date until 31st August 2023
Must be viewable on a Mac, using Chrome.
URLs must start with http:// or https:// and preferably be accessible without login or 
password
The URL path and website must contain no agency branding or logos

Entry Material 
(Cont.)

Submission Guidelines
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Client Letter 
Template

All client letters must be on a client letterhead and use the template below. 
Please scan and upload the signed client letter with your entry.  

[ Client letterhead ]

[ DATE ]

To whom it may concern,
       
This letter is to verify that [ WORK/CAMPAIGN TITLE ],  
[ CATEGORY MEDIA, PRINT, TV, OUTDOOR ETC], executions are 
legitimate and was created for [ CLIENT COMPANY ] by  
[ INSERT AGENCY ] and was/will be first published/on air/live on  
[ INSERT DATE ]. 

We approve of it being entered into the AWARD awards.

Regards, 
[ CLIENT NAME ]

[ CLIENT SIGNATURE ]

[ CLIENT MOBILE ]
[ CLIENT EMAIL ] 

Submission Guidelines
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Letter of 
endorsement 
template

All Individual Creative of the Year/Indigenous Creative Talent entries must 
include a letter of endorsement. The letter must be on a company letterhead 
and use the template below. Please scan and upload the signed client letter  
with your entry.  

[ Company letterhead ]

[ DATE ]

To whom it may concern,   

This letter is to verify that (WORK/CAMPAIGN TITLE) executions are 
legitimate and were created for (CLIENT COMPANY).  I can confirm 
that (INDIVIDUAL ENTRANT NAME) worked on these executions in 
the role of (INSERT ROLE). I can confirm that they were/will be first 
published/on-air/live on (INSERT DATE). 

We endorse them entering into the AWARD awards.  
 
Regards, (MANAGER NAME)

(MANAGER SIGNATURE)

(COMPANY NAME, MOBILE AND EMAIL)

Submission Guidelines
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Contact Jean Probert
Events Manager
jean@adcouncil.org.au
+61 402 906 505

VIA Courier:
Att. Jean Probert
AWARD Call for Entry Advertising Council 
Australia   
Level 2, 137 Pyrmont Street 
Pyrmont NSW 2009 
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